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Autumn Workshops
Recommendation(s)
1.

To note the outputs of the HWB Board’s Autumn workshops and the associated
next steps.

1.0 Key Issues
1.1

The HWB Board and Executive held a series of workshops over the past few
months.

1.2

In November the Board and Executive considered both system and placebased working, focusing on mapping transformation across the system and
understanding place based working. The session also shaped the role of
Children’s champions for each member organisation and followed up with
discussion at the HWB Executive in December 2017.

1.3

In December the Board and Executive met with Coventry HWBB to review the
Alliance Concordat. The session looked at the common themes across HWB,
Accountable Care Partnership, BHBCBV programme, Place-based JSNA and
the Upscaling Prevention pilot.

1.4

All partners committed to continuing to work together and strengthen the
relationships. LGA feedback following the workshop has been very positive
about the level of commitment to partnership working.

1.5

This report draws together the outputs and next steps coming out of these
sessions and influencing the development of the new HWBB Strategy for April
2018.
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2.0

Key messages

2.1

Key outputs from the sessions are set out below:
•

Create a network of Children’s Champions across the HWB system Children’s & Families Transformation Board to meet in January with
nominated champions from all HWB partners.

•

Map all activity to the system/place model which is within the
2017/18 HWB Delivery Plan – Develop a consolidated map of
transformation activity across the system – currently being updated to
ensure it accurately reflects contributions from all HWB partners, including
the Third Sector.

•

Refresh the Alliance Concordat for 2018 onwards – Use the output
from discussion on 13th December to ensure the Concordat remains
relevant

•

2018/19 – The Year of wellbeing - Use the LGA Upscaling prevention
pilot to develop a common narrative and commitment to prevention to
galvanise effort and commitment to the wellbeing agenda.

•

Develop a set of common Outcomes and headline
targets/dashboard- Take forward the common set of place-based
outcomes which informs the full range of activity and can be held within
the HWB Board/strategy for both areas.

•

Develop a Place plan - Build the one strategic plan appropriately place
based that is then delivered coherently by the various means (STP, BCF
etc) we have at our disposal and involving all partners.

•

Invest in Leadership – The session and discussions held in December
with Coventry HWB Board were considered very positive. The two Boards
have committed to maintaining momentum by capitalising on the
commitment made on 13th December to come together as leaders
(Coventry HWBB, Warwickshire HWB Board and Executive, STP, wider
public services, voluntary sector etc) every 3-4 months to keep the
strategic direction as expressed in the Concordat clear across partners.
It is anticipated that the first forum will be co-hosted in Spring 2018.
Subsequent dates will be based upon the current model of alternate
formal and informal HWBB meetings and use agreed dates where
possible.
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•

Review role of Executive Team - Additionally the role and purpose of the
HWB Executive in supporting the above work and development of the new
HWB Strategy will be reviewed at the next meeting (Feb 2018).

3.0

Timescales associated with progress reporting

3.1

It was agreed that a nominated group, covering representation for HWBB
Members, the BHBCBV programme and ACS development in Warwickshire
will take this work forward and report back through the two HWB Boards and
the Executive team in Warwickshire.

3.2

This work will inform the content and shape of the new HWB Strategy.
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